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Abstract 
We set out the stages in the general procedure of a stress inoculation program for the treatment of 
test anxiety in university students, with the aim of adapting it to the characteristics of each partic-
ipant. Research has previously been conducted to that end (Serrano, Delgado, & Escolar, 2010; 
Serrano, Escolar, & Delgado, 2002; Serrano, Escolar, & Delgado, 2011) on dismantling strategies in 
a real clinical field. We conclude that there are individual response patterns to test anxiety, so it is 
therefore necessary to adapt the intervention to the principle variable that is affected in each in-
dividual (Escolar & Serrano, 2012). We do not consider that training in study skills is appropriate, 
when treating problems of irrational anxiety. 
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1. Introduction 
The evaluation anxiety represents a prolific line of research that has generated many areas of psychological in-
tervention (Iruarrizaga & Salvador, 1999; Miralles & Hernández, 2012; Miralles & Sanz, 2011; Ramirez & Bei-
lock, 2011).  

The significant and debilitating effects of tests in modern society on individuals’ emotional well-being and 
cognitive performance (Amutio & Smith, 2008; Bonaccio, Reeve, & Winford, 2012; Conley & Lehman, 2012; 
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Gutiérrez-Calvo, 1996; Miralles & Hernández, 2012; Miralles & Sanz, 2011; Nemati & Habibi, 2012; Piemon-
tesi & Heredia, 2009; Polo, Hernández, & Pozo, 1996; Rosário et al., 2008; Spielberger & Vagg, 1987; Sza-
franski, Barrera, & Norton, 2012) have led to the extensive development of “test anxiety” programs, as de-
scribed by Escolar and Serrano (2012). These treatments have provided adaptive strategies for students with test 
anxiety to face the exam situation rather than to avoid it, and so prevent a significant decrease in academic 
achievement (Serrano & Delgado, 1990; Serrano & Delgado, 1991; Serrano, Delgado, & Escolar, 2010; Serrano 
& Escolar, 2011; Serrano, Escolar, & Delgado, 2002; Serrano, Escolar, & Delgado, 2011). 

Moreover, many studies have been completed on the treatment of test anxiety with the objective of demon-
strating that one particular treatment is effective at reducing this type of anxiety and/or at improving the cogni-
tive performance of students (Escolar & Serrano, 2012).  

In this direction, Zeidner (2007), considered necessary to set up a program of intervention directed at the con-
trol of this type of anxiety and to develop effective therapeutic methods for their treatment, specifically based on 
studies of efficiency. 

Thus, authors such as Furlan, Sánchez, Heredia, Piemontesi and Illbele (2009), Martínez-Monteagudo, Inglés, 
Cano-Vindel and García-Fernández (2012), Miralles and Hernández (2012), Miralles and Sanz (2011), Onwu-
egbuzie and Daley (1996), and Zeidner (1998) have all proposed the need to adapt the coping strategy to the 
type of response that is principally affected in each individual (cognitive and/or emotional), as the same thera-
peutic procedures may not be successful for all students who suffer from test anxiety (Escolar & Serrano, 2012). 
Zeidner (1998) considered that therapeutic interventions and techniques would be effective if they could be ad-
justed to the needs of different types of students with test anxiety, as each one may be characterized by different 
problems and concerns. Clearly, a one-size-fits-all program of treatment can never be expected to be equally ef-
fective. 

Given this situation, the objective of our research (Serrano et al., 2002, 2010, 2011) has been to study the dif-
ferential efficacy of coping strategies in the reduction of test anxiety, as a function of the variable predominantly 
affected in the student: the cognitive variable or the emotional variable.  

For this end, we adapt the characteristics of each participant to a stress inoculation program (IEA) for the 
treatment of test anxiety, with dismantling strategies in a real clinical field. These participants were students 
enrolled in the Salamanca University (Spain). The IEA was designed to develop coping skills. According to 
Meichenbaum (1985), he combines elements of didactic teaching, socratic discussion, cognitive restructuring, 
problem solving and relaxation training, behavioral rehearsal imagined, self-recording, self-instruction and 
reinforcement. It consists of three stages: the first, conceptualization, the second, skill acquisition and practice 
and the third stage consolidation. 

The test anxiety in our work is understood within the conceptual framework of Spielberger (1972a, 1972b), 
which has also been recently used by authors such as Can, Dereboy and Eskin (2012), Cunha and Paiva (2012), 
Nemati and Habibi (2012), Piemontesi, Heredia, Furlan, Sanchéz-Rosas and Martínez (2012) and Putwain and 
Sysmes (2012) among others. We therefore understand that the construct of test anxiety is defined as a specific 
type of anxiety that reflects the predisposition to manifest anxiety responses in educational situations in which 
the individuals are or feel evaluated. Moreover, we accept the distinction between irrational anxiety and rational 
anxiety proposed by Wolpe (1958). That is, we differentiate between students without study skills and without 
self-control skills over their study behavior, and students who have these skills in their behavioral repertoire and 
put them into practice. In the first case, we are talking about rational anxiety and in the second case about irra-
tional anxiety. Thus, we considered that the students who suffer test anxiety come under the concept of irrational 
anxiety. They are in other words, students who know how to study and do so in an acceptable manner but, who 
feel uneasy in real or imagined situations to do with tests that are present, anticipated or remembered. It is 
therefore a question of students who, in an exam situation, despite preparing themselves in an acceptable way 
for the test, experience debilitating fear, as a consequence of which their academic performance is below their 
optimum level, and students who even display avoidance behaviors (Serrano & Delgado, 1990; Serrano et al., 
2010, 2011). These are clearly students who come under the first type referred to by Naveh-Benjamin (1991) 
and Naveh-Benjamin, McKeachie & Lin (1987), in other words, those students with good study skills whose 
poor performance is related to problems of information recall.  

In this paper we present: a) a description of the general procedure of a stress inoculation program to cope with 
the test anxiety used in the authors’ previous research, and b) a summary of main findings that make clear how 
this test anxiety intervention can be tailored to an individual client’s need. 
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2. Stages in the General Procedure 
The general procedure and its different stages detailed in Escolar (2007) are listed below: 

2.1. Selection of Participants Distinguishing between Deterioration in Performance and 
Poor Study Skills 

A public invitation, over eight academic years, has been addressed to all students at the University of Salamanca 
who requested assistance with test anxiety problems. They were informed in this public invitation (initial session) 
that it involved the offer of group treatment, of an approximate duration of 12 - 14 sessions arranged over vari-
ous months, during which time they would learn strategies and skills to confront test anxiety and to resolve the 
problems it caused.  

They were then administered a general questionnaire on anxiety, specifically, the trait version of the State/ 
Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) (STAI E/R; Spielberger, Gorsuch, & Lushene, 1970). This inventory has good 
validity and reliability, Spielberger (1983) reported validity measures from 75 - 85 and measures of test-retest 
reliability from 73 - 86 (Sapp, 1999). 

In addition, they were administered:  
-The Test Anxiety Inventory (TAI; Spielberger, 1980), which measures the trait test anxiety responses in its 

physiological and cognitive manifestations. It has a reliability index, according to the Cronbach’s Alpha coeffi-
cient, of 0.92. 

-The Test Anxiety Scale (TAS; Sarason, 1978), which measures the trait test anxiety response in its physio-
logical and cognitive contexts. The test-retest reliability index is 0.87 (Wagaman, Cornier, & Cornier, 1975). 

-The Cuestionario de Ansiedad ante los Exámenes [Questionnaire on the assessment of anxiety behaviours in 
exams] (CAEX) by Valero, 1997 (cited in Valero, 1999), which covers a variety of motor, verbal, cognitive, and 
physiological responses that usually appear in test anxiety, together with the typology of the most frequent tests. 
According to the author, the internal consistency of Cronbach’s Alpha is 0.92. 

-The Inventario de Hábitos de Estudio [Study Habits Inventory] (IHE; Pozar, 1979) evaluates the work and 
study habits of students on four scales. Scale I: Study Environmental Conditions; Scale II: Planning Study; Scale 
III: Use of Materials; Scale IV: Assimilation of Contents, and Sincerity Scale (additional scale). The IHE ac-
cording to the two-halves model has a reliability index of over 0.91.  

This permits us to evaluate anxiety over untreated themes, the trait test anxiety response and study habits in 
pre-treatment situations.  

At the end of this initial session, it was explained that the program targets those students whose academic 
performance is weakened due to anxiety and not those with poor study behavior (in coherence with our defini-
tion of test anxiety).  

2.2. Evaluation Pre-Treatment of Situational Test Anxiety  
We contacted the students during the first term, to inform them that. Thus, immediately after finishing one of the 
exams judged by them as “the most difficult”, we evaluated their state test anxiety, with: 

-The Inventory of Test Anxiety (ITA; Osterhouse, 1969), which measures the state test anxiety response, in its 
physiological and cognitive manifestation. Osterhouse specifically developed it to measure the effects of treat-
ment directed at the reduction of test anxiety. The reliability obtained by the two-halves method was 0.92 
(McMillan & Osterhouse, 1972; Osterhouse, 1972). 

-The Cognitive Interference Questionnaire (CIQ; Sarason, 1984), which measures the response of the test an-
xiety state, in its cognitive manifestation. Specifically, it measures the frequency of adverse and irrelevant 
thoughts for the task at hand. 

-An inventory of general anxiety in its state version, in concrete The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI E/R; 
Spielberger et al., 1970).  

2.3. Selection of the Sample 
The two aforementioned evaluation stages permit us to establish the degree of state-trait anxiety levels on topics 
unrelated to exams, the levels of state-trait test anxiety, and the study habits of each student. The students who 
were selected had the highest scores in: a) the questionnaire on general anxiety: The State/Trait Anxiety Inven-
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tory (STAI) (STAI E/R; Spielberger et al., 1970) (above the average of 5.50 on the decatype scale); b) the ques-
tionnaires on trait test anxiety: The Test Anxiety Inventory (TAI; Spielberger, 1980) (those participants with 
medium and high scores); and the Test Anxiety Scale (TAS; Sarason, 1978) (those participants with medium 
and high scores); and c) in particular, the questionnaires on state test anxiety: The Inventory of Test Anxiety 
(ITA; Osterhouse, 1969) (those participants with medium and high scores) and the Cognitive Interference Ques-
tionnaire (CIQ; Sarason, 1984) (those participants with medium and high scores). Moreover, none of the stu-
dents presented poor study habits evaluated with the Inventario de Hábitos de Estudio (IHE; Pozar, 1979) (par-
ticipants with scores of normal, good, and excellent on the scale). The results of the Cuestionario de Ansiedad 
ante Exámenes (CAEX) proposed by Valero, 1997 (cited in Valero, 1999) assisted us in our decision taking 
(participants with scores over the average score in all the scales). All of this in accordance with our definition of 
test anxiety construct. 

We assessed the scores of the selected participants, under the components of emotionality and worries in the 
aforementioned questionnaires. Thus, some individuals presented high and average scores for emotionality and 
high, average and low scores for worry, and others presented high and average scores for worry and high, aver-
age and low scores for emotionality. Logically, there were no individuals with low scores for both components. 
In this context, in accordance with Liebert and Morris (1967), we understand emotionality to be the affec-
tive-physiological experience generated by autonomous activation (Serrano et al., 2010). 

2.4. Assignation of Participants to Experimental Groups 
We assigned the 104 participants who had been selected to the three experimental groups by means of simple 
random sampling. One group, referred to as “Treatment group 1”, would receive cognitive training; a second 
group, referred to as “Treatment group 2”, would receive training in relaxation strategies; and the third group, 
referred to as “Treatment group 3”, would receive training in relaxation strategies and cognitive training. 

The dismantling strategy that was carried out may be observed in this section. We systematically dismantled 
specific components of the stress-inoculation program in three types of intervention, with the final objective of 
adapting it to the characteristics of each patient. 

2.5. Application of the Program 
The program has three stages: educational, practical, and in application. 

a) Educational stage. The concept of test anxiety was separately explained to the three treatment groups. In-
formation was also collected on the way in which the problem appeared to each participant, at the three response 
levels (cognitive, somatic and behavioral). Subsequently, participants were informed about the desired outcome 
of the treatment, and the procedures in use to arrive at the proposed objectives were explained and justified.  

“Treatment group 1” received an explanation of cognitive restructuring and thought stopping (cognitive 
treatment) as the sole strategies with which to control negative self-verbalizations and in this way, to control the 
physiological activation linked with them, and in consequence the behavioral response. “Treatment group 2” re-
ceived relaxation as the sole strategy with which to control the physiological activation of the anxiety response 
and by doing so, to confront the other two manifestations of anxiety: the cognitive and the behavioral. “Treat-
ment group 3” received two coping strategies: relaxation, with which to control physiological activation and 
cognitive training with which they could confront negative self-verbalizations, changing them into positive 
self-verbalizations.  

b) Practical stage. During this stage, the participants learnt about and practiced the skills that have been de-
scribed over fourteen sessions. 

b.1. Training in relaxation 
Both the participants in “Treatment group 2” and those in “Treatment group 3” received relaxation training 

over six sessions. This relaxation training was done following the progressive relaxation scheme of Jacobson 
(1938), but using a very much briefer version than that of Bernstein and Borkovec (1983), developed by the au-
thors.  

b.2. Training in domain of Subjective Units of Anxiety (SUAs)  
The participants of the three treatment groups were also instructed in the use of the SUA scale. The objective 

was to evaluate the subjective experience of the level of anxiety before and after carrying out the confrontations 
in the hierarchical situations and to communicate them. The relaxation level achieved after the practice was also 
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assessed in the case of the participants in “Treatment group 2” and in “Treatment group 3”. A scale of 0, for 
completely relaxed, to 100, extremely tense, was used. 

b.3. Training in the control of self-verbalizations 
This training was carried out with the participants in “Treatment groups 1-3” over approximately eight ses-

sions. The negative effect of certain sorts of self-verbalizations pronounced before the test situation, and how 
they could make use of alternative self-verbalizations was explained to them to confront those negative effects. 
Subsequently, they were invited to identify the negative self-verbalizations that they pronounced when preparing 
for an exam: before, during and after them.  

All of the self-verbalizations were submitted one by one to logical questions in a process of Socratic dialogue, 
between the members of the group, in order to analyze their validity and utility. Group formulating another al-
ternative self-verbalization/s of a positive and rational, task-oriented nature. 

The last step was to train the groups in thought-stopping and in the substitution of self-verbalizations with ex-
ternal subvocal cues and hidden cues 

b.4. Construction of hierarchies  
A shared hierarchy was established for all participants in each of the treatment groups, of approximately 10 

anxiogenic situations hierarchically organized by SUAs (Subjective Units of Anxiety), usually in accordance 
with the temporal proximity of a test and its subsequent consequences. 

c) Application stage. In this stage, coping skills were used, which had been learnt to face the anxiogenic situa-
tions of the respective hierarchies in the imagination. One session was dedicated to training the participants from 
the three treatment groups in the use of the imagination. 

The practical guide for the participants of “Treatment group 1” consisted of the presentation of each hierar-
chical and coping situation through cognitive restructuring and thought stopping.  

The guided practice with the participants of “Treatment group 2” consisted in the presentation of each of the 
hierarchical and coping situations through the relaxation of the anxiety experienced in each of the tests, until the 
stress had abated.  

The guided practice with the participants of “Treatment group 3” consisted in the presentation of each hierar-
chical and coping situation, through relaxation and thought-stopping, relating to the anxiety experienced in each 
of the tests, until they had reduced the stress.  

When the participants of all the groups were accustomed to mastering the anxiety provoked by those situa-
tions in their imagination, they were confronted with real anxiogenic situations relating to tests. In the last ses-
sion, they were asked for a list showing the dates of the final tests corresponding to the second term, ordered by 
their degree of difficulty. 

2.6. Post-Treatment Evaluation 
Immediately after starting the final exams in their second term, we once again measured the degree of anxiety 
that the students experienced through the following questionnaires: The State/Trait Anxiety Inventory (with the 
trait version) (STAI E/R; Spielberger et al., 1970), the Test Anxiety Inventory (TAI; Spielberger, 1980), the Test 
Anxiety Scale (TAS; Sarason, 1978) and the Cuestionario de Ansiedad ante Exámenes (CAEX) by Valero, 1997 
(cited in Valero, 1999). We also recorded the study habits by means of the Inventario de Hábitos de Estudio 
(IHE; Pozar, 1979)1. 

In the same way as we did for the pre-treatment evaluation, we contacted each of the participants immediately 
after they had completed what they considered one of their most difficult exam, so as to record the degree of an-
xiety that they experienced. They therefore responded to the state test anxiety questionnaires: The Inventory of 
Test Anxiety (ITA; Osterhouse, 1969), the Cognitive Interference Questionnaire (CIQ; Sarason, 1984), and the 
State/Trait Anxiety Inventory (in its state version) (STAI E/R; Spielberger et al., 1970). There was an interval of 
between six-to-nine days, from the evaluation of the anxiety trait and the evaluation of the component state, for 
all participants. 

Finally, information was collected orally from participants on their mastery of the situations in vivo.  
Having completed the research, the results of which may be found in Serrano et al. (2010, 2011), we verified 

the adjustment of different strategies to the different characteristics of the patients. In particular, we noted that 

 

 

1The reason for the post-intervention measurement of study habits was to test whether anxiety control might have some sort of influence on 
improving study habits. 
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the individuals classified as “more emotional” in the pre-treatment observations, benefitted mainly from the 
combined treatment (Treatment group 3: physiological and cognitive treatment). While the subjects classified as 
“more worried” (suffer more anxiety at a cognitive level) benefitted equally from the three types of intervention. 
We therefore considered it sufficient to apply one of the treatments in isolation. 

3. Discussion 

We see, in what follows, a reflection of the results of this program, first of all, for more worried individuals, in 
second place, for more emotional individuals and thirdly, on the advisability or otherwise of using training in 
study skills in these programs. 

With regard to the subjects classified as more worried, we consider that our results are in accordance with 
those obtained by Morris, Davis and Hutchings (1981), who established that worry-state test anxiety responded 
well to the majority of treatments (significant reductions were obtained).  

So, as the more worried subjects will benefit equally from the three types of intervention, we consider it suffi-
cient to select one of the two individual treatments (Serrano et al., 2002, 2010). In particular, we considered the 
advantages of the physiological intervention instead of the cognitive one, for various motives: a) because with 
this intervention, greater improvements were obtained in our studies (Serrano et al., 2002, 2010, 2011) than with 
the cognitive treatment, and because the physiological treatment is not negative for any of the participants, as 
happens with the cognitive treatment in participants with high levels of both emotionality and worry; and, b) 
because of the results obtained by Serrano and Delgado (1991), in which it may be noted that students with high 
levels of worry can suffer possible interferences of an attentional nature with the cognitive treatment. We may 
also recall that, in this regard, various researchers have demonstrated that people exposed to stressful situations 
have difficulty executing complex mental operations that they confront with stress (Gaudry & Spielberger, 
1971). And, on the contrary, the relaxation treatment (Hernández, Pozo, & Polo, 1994; Spielberger & Vagg, 
1995) applied during the evaluation counteracted the activated state of the individual and reduced subjectively 
experienced anxiety, as well as stress. In other words, possibly in these more worried participants the physio-
logical treatment in addition to decreasing the physiological response of anxiety acted positively on cognitive 
manifestation. 

As well, some studies (Fletcher & Spielberger, 1995; Gonzalez, 1995; Parker, Vagg, & Papsdorf, 1995) sug-
gest that cognitively focused treatments have consistently been more successful than emotionally focused treat-
ments in the reduction of test anxiety and its components of emotionality and worry. However, it is highly rele-
vant to point out that none of the studies took prior account of the intra-individual variability among these stu-
dents, which is included in our study. 

With regard to the subjects classified as more emotional, where we see the need to apply the combined treat-
ment (Serrano et al., 2010, 2011), it may be observed that some authors such as Morris et al. (1981) found no 
connection between the type of treatment in use and its effectiveness in the emotionality state. However, other 
authors such as Kaplan, McCordick and Twitchell (1979) found differential effects in the treatments, the cogni-
tive being superior (Morris et al., 1981). On the other hand, Naveh-Benjamin (1991) observed that the treat-
ments directed at reducing emotional reactions during test situations, such as systematic desensitization, reduced 
the emotionality state of test anxiety, but had less effect on academic performance.  

In these studies we can see that data on the emotionality of the test anxiety concept are confusing. We there-
fore think that we have taken a step forward with this research, in so far as we have shown in our work (Escolar 
& Serrano, 2012; Serrano et al., 2002, 2010, 2011; Serrano & Escolar, 2011) that a complete intervention is 
needed, both of a physiological and of a cognitive type, for subjects with high emotionality.  

Some authors have pointed to the complexity of the affective facet of this construct, for example, Liebert and 
Morris (1967) and Cassady and Johnson (2002). The latter two considered that emotionality is the subjective 
knowledge that individuals have on their higher autonomic activation. Others, such as Zeidner (1998), have 
pointed out that it also involves objective somatic symptoms of physiological activation, such as more subjective 
expressions of emotional activation and of stress and that it is useful for researchers to differentiate between the 
real physiological reactions and the person’s own personal perception of these reactions. These differences have 
meant that the term “emotionality” is used to refer to the knowledge and to the interpretation that a person has 
and makes of physiological activation and of the corporal changes that are experienced in evaluative situations, 
as against “physiological activation” in itself (Deffenbacher, 1980; Holroyd & Appel, 1980; Liebert & Morris, 
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1967). Therefore, emotionality implies a considerable degree of cognitive processes; for example, attention that 
is paid and the interpretations made of affective/physiological activation. 

With regard to the pertinence or otherwise of training in study skills, in our experience, the patients who ask 
for help do so because they either fail to attend exams or because they are unable to pass them. And having re-
ceived the treatment, they told us that had they managed to sit the exams and that they passed them. Our find-
ings confirm the existence of this irrational anxiety and support the affirmations of authors such as Gonzalez 
(1995) with regard to the inadvisability of training in study skills, due to the saturation effect on the individual 
(Serrano et al., 2002, 2010, 2011; Serrano & Escolar, 2011). This is the reason why in no case did we train pa-
tients in study skills in our research. Those who presented rational anxiety were channeled towards training pro-
grams in study skills or in self-control of this type of behaviours. 

So, we therefore consider that our findings (Serrano et al., 2002, 2010, 2011) are clearly pertinent and deci-
sive for the stage in which an appropriate training is sought for the patient throughout the therapeutic process. 

4. Conclusion 
On the basis of our observations of each individual treated in our studies, we may therefore affirm that individu-
al response patterns do exist in relation to test anxiety. It is therefore necessary to adjust the intervention to the 
variable that is principally affected in each individual. In other words, we assume that both worry and emotio-
nality can have a negative influence on academic performance. This influence will depend on whether one or 
another component has affected the student and will be the definitive guide to possible therapeutic interventions 
(Escolar & Serrano, 2012; Serrano et al., 2002, 2010, 2011; Serrano & Escolar, 2011). 

Finally, we consider that a careful diagnostic evaluation of the specific weaknesses of students with this type 
of anxiety is necessary, with a view to further research into test anxiety treatments and their optimization. This 
requires an evaluation of individual differences in willingness to experience cognitive processes of worry and 
emotional reactions in test situations and the measurement of attitudes towards study skills and routines. Only 
then will it be possible to prepare treatment programs in accordance with the specific needs and specific prob-
lems of our students. 
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